TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY
SUMMER COMMENCEMENT

Friday, August 6, 2021
10:00 a.m.
Strahan Arena at the University Events Center

Dr. Eugene J. Bourgeois, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Presiding

PROCESIONAL  *Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1, Op. 39*
Sir Edward Elgar, Composer (Arr. Lindsey)

MUSICAL INTRODUCTION  *National Anthem*
John Stafford Smith, Composer (Arr. Slechta)
Led by Ms. Alexis Alvarado and
the Texas State Ceremonial Brass
Directed by Dr. Caroline Beatty

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS  Provost Bourgeois

REMARKS AND INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER  Dr. Denise M. Trauth
President

REMARKS  Dr. Veronica Muzquiz Edwards
Chief Executive Officer, InGenesis, Inc.
Texas State Distinguished Alumna

CONFERRING OF DEGREES  President Trauth

GRADUATE RECOGNITION  Doctoral Candidates: College of Education

Master’s Candidates: College of Fine Arts and Communication,
College of Education, College of Health Professions

Bachelor’s Candidates: College of Fine Arts and Communication,
College of Education, College of Health Professions

CLOSING MUSIC  *Texas State Alma Mater*
Jessie Sayers, Composer
Led by Ms. Alexis Alvarado, Mr. James Adamson, and
the Texas State Ceremonial Brass
Directed by Dr. Caroline Beatty

RECESSIONAL  *Water Music*
G. F. Handel, Composer

Texas State University does not discriminate on the basis of disability in the recruitment and admissions of students or in the operation of any of its programs and activities.
Dr. Veronica Muzquiz Edwards is the Chief Executive Officer of InGenesis, Inc., one of the largest workforce solution firms in North America specializing in comprehensive health services. InGenesis, Inc. completed the acquisition of Kelly Healthcare Resources, a division of Kelly Services, Inc., and aligns its portfolio with the National Institute of Standards and Technology Malcolm Baldrige Performance Excellence Framework.

As chair of the International Organization for Standardization/Technical Committee 304 for Healthcare Organization Management, Dr. Edwards collaborates with national standards bodies and global liaison organizations. She serves as president of the Healthcare Standards Institute, LLC, an American National Standards Institute Accredited American Standards Developer, designing definitive standards and education resources to support continuity of care and improved patient outcomes. In addition to her responsibilities as managing editor of the international Journal of Healthcare Management Standards, Dr. Edwards was recently appointed to the San Antonio Branch board of directors of the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, promoting strong financial systems and a healthy economy. During the period 2015-2021, Dr. Edwards served as a member of The Texas State University System Board of Regents.

Dr. Edwards earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in Journalism from Texas State University and was recognized as a Distinguished Alumna. She earned a Master of Business Administration and Doctorate in Business Administration from the University of the Incarnate Word, where she was also named a Distinguished Alumna.
TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY
SUMMER COMMENCEMENT

Friday, August 6 2021
2:00 p.m.
Strahan Arena at the University Events Center

Dr. Eugene J. Bourgeois, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Presiding

PROCESSIONAL  
*Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1, Op. 39*  
Sir Edward Elgar, Composer (Arr. Lindsey)

MUSICAL INTRODUCTION  
*National Anthem*  
John Stafford Smith, Composer (Arr. Slechta)  
Led by Ms. Alexis Alvarado and  
the Texas State Ceremonial Brass  
Directed by Dr. Caroline Beatty

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS  
Provost Bourgeois

REMARKS  
Dr. Denise M. Trauth  
President

CONFERRING OF DEGREES  
President Trauth

GRADUATE RECOGNITION  
Doctoral Candidates: College of Liberal Arts,  
College of Science and Engineering

Master’s Candidates: College of Liberal Arts,  
College of Science and Engineering

Bachelor’s Candidates: College of Liberal Arts,  
College of Science and Engineering, University College

CLOSING MUSIC  
*Texas State Alma Mater*  
Jessie Sayers, Composer  
Led by Ms. Alexis Alvarado, Mr. James Adamson, and  
the Texas State Ceremonial Brass  
Directed by Dr. Caroline Beatty

RECESSIONAL  
*Water Music*  
G. F. Handel, Composer
TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY
SUMMER COMMENCEMENT

Friday, August 6, 2021
6:00 p.m.
Strahan Arena at the University Events Center

Dr. Eugene J. Bourgeois, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Presiding

PROCessional  Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1, Op. 39
Sir Edward Elgar, Composer (Arr. Lindsey)

MUSICAL INTRODUCTION  National Anthem
John Stafford Smith, Composer (Arr. Slechta)
Led by Ms. Alexis Alvarado and
the Texas State Ceremonial Brass
Directed by Dr. Caroline Beatty

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS  Provost Bourgeois

REMARKS  Dr. Denise M. Trauth
President

CONFERRING OF DEGREES  President Trauth

GRADUATE RECOGNITION  Doctoral Candidates: College of Applied Arts

Master’s Candidates: College of Applied Arts,
McCoy College of Business Administration

Bachelor’s Candidates: College of Applied Arts,
McCoy College of Business Administration

CLOSING MUSIC  Texas State Alma Mater
Jessie Sayers, Composer
Led by Ms. Alexis Alvarado, Mr. James Adamson, and
the Texas State Ceremonial Brass
Directed by Dr. Caroline Beatty

RECESSIONAL  Water Music
G. F. Handel, Composer
COMMENCEMENT AT TEXAS STATE

Welcome to Texas State University's Summer Commencement! In order to ensure your enjoyment and safety while visiting with us, please review the following information.

Live Streaming

For your convenience, the ceremonies will be streamed live on the commencement website at www.txstate.edu/commencement.

Processional and Graduate Recognition

Candidates will seat themselves on the arena floor prior to the ceremony in order by degree level. During Graduate Recognition, candidates will cross in front of the stage from right to left.

Commencement and Graduation

Commencement is a ceremony in which graduates are recognized for their academic achievements. The commencement program reflects the name and degree of each graduate as well as the honors designation based on data available at the time of publication. Therefore, this program should not be considered an official list of graduates.

Pride and Traditions

Commencement is an important rite of passage with many time-honored traditions. From the ceremonial mace to the gown worn by graduates, every detail of a commencement ceremony is steeped in pride and tradition. To read more about commencement traditions at Texas State, please visit the commencement website at www.txstate.edu/commencement/candidate-information/program/Pride-and-Traditions.html.

This commencement program is available for viewing online at www.txstate.edu/commencement/candidate-information/program.html.

Congratulations, graduates!
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THE GRADUATE COLLEGE
Andrea Golato, Ph.D., Dean

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS

BERRY, FLOYD WESLEY
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Criminal Justice

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

CANTU, RAUL WELLS
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Adult, Professional, and Community Education

MADER, SONIA LOPEZ
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Adult, Professional, and Community Education

HARVEY, MALIKAH PITTS
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Adult, Professional, and Community Education

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

LE NOC, MAEL BOB DANY
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Geography

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

ADAME SOLORIO, JESUS SALVADOR
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Materials Science, Engineering, and Commercialization

RUNSEWE, DAMIOLA OLUWATOSIN
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Materials Science, Engineering, and Commercialization

ADETAYO, ADENIJI EMMANUEL
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Materials Science, Engineering, and Commercialization

SAHA, RONY
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Materials Science, Engineering, and Commercialization

IDEMA, JENNIFER L.
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Aquatic Resources and Integrative Biology

SIRSI, SHASHWAT
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Aquatic Resources and Integrative Biology

MCCORMACK, MEAGHAN ANN
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Aquatic Resources and Integrative Biology

VEMULAPALLY, SPANDANA
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Aquatic Resources and Integrative Biology

MONNE, MAHMUDA AKTER
Doctor of Philosophy
Major in Materials Science, Engineering, and Commercialization
MASTER’S CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS

Allard, Amber Anne; MSW
Alvarez, Ashleigh Zoe; MSW
Arreola, Ana; MSW
Bonnet, Charles Christopher; MSCJ
Cole, Austin David; MSCJ
De Luna, Luis Gerardo; MSCJ
Elizondo, Anisa Paloma; MS
George, Allicia Jerricia; MSCJ
Glasscock, Kimberly Nicole; MS
Glenn, William Cameron; MS
Havis, Briahna Nicole; MS

Lara, Benjamin Gomez; MSCJ
Leija, Mariano H.; MSW
Limon, Lena Maitland; MS
Martz, Jorden Leigh; MS
McCall, Tashelle Nicole; MSW
Mitchell, Forrest A.; MSCJ
Norwood, Danielle Renee; MS
Price, Kellie Starr; MAIS
Ramirez, Marilyn Gabrielle; MSW
Roberts, Marlena Raquel; MSW
Rodziewicz, Linda M.; MSW

MASTER’S CANDIDATES, MCCOY COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Armster, Akhilah Janelle; MS
Beardmore, Joshua C.; MAcy
Barker, Adam J.; MBA
Buckingham, Cameron Paul; MBA
Chrietzberg, Lauren Jayne; MAcy
Clinton, Cassi Lane; MBA
Dagel, Katherine Margaret; MAcy
Davis, Sayamari Penelope; MS
Dewar, Cody Jacob; MAcy
Doolabh, Chane V.; MS
Fadler, Rebekah Lee-Anne; MS

Gittings, Peyton Avery; MAcy
Herrmann, Christine Marie; MS
Hill, Regan E.; MAcy
Jones, Nicholas R.; MBA
Lara, Daisy Stephanie Patino; MAcy
Larrubare Rulloba, Ricardo Hipolito; MBA
Manor, Justin Keyson Randy; MS
Miller, Calvin Leon; MS
Nagaiah, Balasubramanian; MBA
Nemitz, Harlee Camille; MS
Pauza, Jeremy; MS

Pruitt, Haylee S.; MAcy
Roth, Crystal Ann; MS
Shukla, Chintan; MBA
Simmons, Jonathan Scott; MAcy
Smith, Austin D.; MS
Streibhardt, Anna; MS
Stubbs, Javyn Deshawn; MS
Vazquez, Maria Esmeralda Juarez; MAcy

MASTER’S CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Adarkwa, Keith Nan Yaw; MEd
Bates, Jayna July; MA
Blackman, Yvonne Marie; MEd
Brammer, Chloe’ Madison; MEd
Bryant, Soniette Nichole; MEd
Cabrera, Marissa Marie; MS
Capps, Brittany D.; MA
Carreno, Sofia Natalia; MEd
Cashel, Ashley Nicole; MA
Christner, Emily Blaine; MA
De Gannes, Claire Monique; MEd
Dearmond, Adrian Noelle; MSRLS
Ferguson, Alexis R.; MEd
Folz, Kourtney Carlene; MEd
Gamage, Dharmanie A.; MA
Garcia, Kristina Margarita; MEd
Gonzalez, Jennifer Hevenor; MEd
Guerrero, Gabriella Marie; MEd
Gutierrez, Analise Victoria; MS
Hallbauer, Katherine Elaine; MEd

Heape, Andrea C.; MEd
Hentges, Ashley Joanna; MEd
Hogan, Lauralyn Faith; MEd
Jablonskowski, Russell Alan; MEd
Kimbel, Bethany Lynn; MA
Koenig, Emily Koren; MEd
Kourotchkin, Anastasia A.; MEd
Leeper, Desiree Marie; MEd
Malwitz, Nicole Tonnia; MEd
Markowitz, Alexix Rachel; MEd
Maurer, Melissa; MEd
Mazza, Heather Howell; MA
McCarty, Myllyn Hope; MEd
McLean, Elizabeth Sarah; MEd
Merchant, II, Brian Alexander; MS
Morgan, Mackenzie Marie; MA
Mugridge, Courtney Ryan; MEd
Navarro, Arykah Mercedes; MEd
Pineda, Jo Iza; MS
Quick, Selina Marie; MS

Reichardt, Madeline Wynne; MS
Rickman, Michelle Dangler; MA
Rubei, Betty Marie; MEd
Sadovskiy, Valery K.; MEd
Sahin, Selma; MA
Samuels, Lisa Peri; MA
Scott, Nicole W.; MEd
Shattuck, NoElle Irene; MEd
Smith, Tonya Mae; MA
Stluka, Sarah Elizabeth; MEd
Suarez Ruiz, Viridiana; MEd
Thompson, Lindsay M.; MA
Vignaud, Eric Neil; MEd
Villarreal, Julie A.; MA
Walker, Samantha S.; MEd
West, Daniel Burton; MA
Wigginton, Adrienne Paige; MEd
Wright, Ivana Leann; MEd
Zhan, Jieyun; MS

MASTER’S CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS AND COMMUNICATION

Arellano, Christina Maria; MM
Buckler, Katherine Lynn; MM
Di Sarli, Gabriella Carina; MFA
Harris, Leslie Genet; MFA

Hill, Jackson; MM
Hussey, Taylor Marie; MM
Mata, Luisa Guadalupe; MA
Thompson, Jr., Perry Eugene; MA
Wade, Makenzie Marie; MM
Ware, Hannah Evelyn; MM
Wuebben, Kelsee Lyn; MM

Zimmerman, Jessica Ann; MS
MASTER’S CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

Atamosa, Laura Ann; MHA
Burac, Jamal A.; MHA
Flores, Elizabeth Fay; MHA
Garcia, Gabriela Isabel; MHA
Krips, Raven Jade Flora Marie; MHA
Roe, Haylee Elizabeth; MHA
Sierra, Sydney Abigail; MHA
Smith, Alexandra Ariel; MHA
Smith-Stocker, Alexandra; MSN

MASTER’S CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

Allee, Suzanne Michele; MA
Allen, Marlena Jo; MA
Baide, Alexis Ja'net; MA
Bailey, Delaina Ann; MA
Bass, Preston Jefferson; MA
Beavers, Kaitlyn Amanda; MPA
Billbry, Debra Lee; MS
Blanco, Lyle Odell; MPA
Bodin, Austin B.; MA
Breaux, Amber Rae; MPA
Coleman, Jason Edward; MPA
Cook, Karrie Lynn; MPA
Cunningham, Sheila Deann; MPA
Feder, Olivia Marie; MS
Flanagan, Morgan Susan; MA
Flores, Jr., Juan A.; MA
Frost, Tyler Christian; MPA
Garcia, Alma Elizabeth Mariah; MPA
Gibson, Kathrin Susan; MA
Grimes, William Joshua; MA
Hill, Erin Kay; MA
Horn, Isaac Christian; MA
Jarmond, Lina; MA
Johnson, Makayla Danna; MA
Lawrence, Kaylee Aaron; MPA
Lee, Hyung Jin; MPA
Lingafelter, Matthew Tresp; MPA
Lopez, Alexa Petit; MS
Maseda, Amara Lauren; MA
McDonald, Taylor N.; MA
McKeating, Hannah Morgan; MA
Miller, Jasmine Marie; MS
Moles, Taylor Channing; MA
Muran, Breanna Renee; MA
Morin, Yoshua Johnnattan; MA
Myers, Michelle M.; MS
Nelson, Kirsten Andrea; MA
Pasillas, Alejandra Renee; MA
Rawlings, Tristan Neal; MPA
Rimmer, Haley A.; MA
Robledo, Ivanna; MA
Rodriguez, Zamira; MPA
Rybicki, Andrew Gale; MA
Sedgwick, Eleanor Rose; MA
Shannon, Kara; MA
Smith, Autumn Denice; MPA
Tatem, Joy Cathryn; MA
Thompson, Tucker Daniel; MA
Truman, Mary Amanda; MS
Turner, Annalisia Theresa; MA
Upshaw, Denise; MPA
Villalpando, Lindsey Danielle; MA
Wang, Ben; MS
Williams, Nathaniel James; MS
Winkler, Timothy D.; MS
Wyatt, Rex Lee; MA
Young, Randell Emil; MS
Zuniga, Raquel Marisela; MA

MASTER’S CANDIDATES, COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Aich, Debasmita; MS
Akanda, Md Muzaffer Hosen; MS
Alo, Jr., Akinjuigbe Akinwumi; MS
Baker, Amy Leigh; MS
Bakker, Joseph William; MS
Bassett, Lawrence Grant; MS
Beason, Ericah Dawn; MS
Beck, Heather Nicole; MS
Belnap, Nathaniel Gregory; MS
Byreddy, Sumedh Reddy; MS
Challapalli, Sreevarsha; MS
Dasari, Bepin Kishore; MS
Desavale, Snehal Dattatray; MS
Devkota, Dipa; MS
Dhungana, Anish; MS
Durham, Jesse Saucedo; MS
Eccles, Justin Aaron; MS
Fox, Zachary Isaiah; MS
Galloway, Ryan Jessie; MS
Gao, Han; MS
Hemmati, Navid; MS
Islam, Rafiquil; MS
Johns, Nicholas Edward; MS
Kadaru, Nithin Reddy; MS
Ketchum, Jacob Ryan Ramos; MS
Lara, Emilio Jose; MS
Li, Honglin; MS
Liu, Dixizi; MS
Luitel, Sudarshan; MS
Mancha, Fabiola; MS
Mandavilli, Sri Aakash; MS
McConnell, Myra Jeanne; MS
Mohammed, Tijani; MS
Murthy, Dinesh Kumar; MS
Nahar, Aziza Gul; MS
Nepal, Yogesh; MS
Pohlman, Audriana La’Rae; MS
Riojas, Hannah Mariah; MS
Rojas Annichiarico, Cindy Dayana; MS
Sanchez, Michael Allan; MS
Soto Alvarez del Castillo, Maria Adela; MS
Sustaita, Monica Jane; MS
Thapa, Kushal; MS
Tleimat, Jacquelyn Marie; MS
Uribe, Monica Haydee; MEEd
Velandia Aguirre, Laura Natalia; MS
Villatoro Castaneda, Melissa; MS
Widmer, Julia Renea; MS
Wilson, Charlotte Danielle; MS
Yanda, Poojitha; MS
Ying, Yuanfang; MS
Abdelhadi, Zachary-Hasan M.; BSCJ
Aguirre, Amy Elizabeth; BAAS
Alanis, Gabrielle Renee; BSAG
Albiter, John; BSFCS
Alexander, Taylor Madison; BSCJ
Alfarro, Dominic; BSFCS
Alfarro, Jr., Efrian; BSCJ
Allen, Jordan; BSFCS
Aradhyula, Sameera; BSFCS
Avery, Peyton Brooke; BSAG
Baez, Carlos D.; BSFCS
Bennett, Ruby B.; BAAS
Bogaard Villacorta, Hans D.; BSCJ
Bollier, Emily E.; BSFCS
Bonhomme, Amber Israel; BSFCS
Briggs, Mason P.; BSCJ
Brown, Anita Evelyn; BSFCS
Brown, Courtney Erin; BSFCS
Brown, Daphanie; BSFCS
Brown, Micheal Shaun; BSAG
Camareno, Megan J.; BSCJ
Cantu, Javlyn J.; BSFCS
Cantu, Victoria; BSAG
Carrizales, Brianna Danielle; BSCJ
Chane, Bryson; BSCJ
Chevez, Brianna D.; BSAG
Clark, Cooper; BSFCS
Colvin, Trent Merrick; BSCJ
Constante, Alessia S.; BSFCS
Corley, Alexis H.; BSFCS
Craft, Kelsye Lynn; BSAG
Cruz, Fatima B.; BSFCS
Davila, Juan P.; BSCJ
De La Olives, Luz Itzel; BSCJ
De Luna, Carlos D.; BSCJ
Domnak, Madeline G.; BSFCS
Duke, Daniela; BSCJ
Elizondo, Valeria; BSFCS
Everill, Mattie L.; BSCJ
Farmer, Kody Jake; BSCJ
Fernandez, Arielle A.; BSFCS
Ferrell, Jr., Megan E.; BSFCS
Flores, Jr., Jose; BSAG
Freeman, Christopher Alan; BSJ
Freeman, Dallas Layne; BSCJ
Friedman, Mikayla E.; BSFCS
Fuentes, Esmeralda I.; BAAS
Furney, McKinnley; BSFCS
Garcia-Sierra, Manuel Alejandro; BSFCS
Gillard, Quintez La Quan; BSCJ
Goin, Courtney; BSCJ
Goll, Madison T.; BSCJ
Gomez, Brianna Cristine; BSCJ
Gonzalez, Lizette Alejandra; BSFCS
Guevara, Elizabeth A.; BSFCS
Gutierrez Rodriguez, Juan Sebastian; BSCJ
Gutierrez, Michelle; BSFCS
Hall, Meredith Leigh; BSFCS
Hennig, Emma C.; BSAG
Hernandez, Cesar; BSCJ
Hernandez, Daisy; BSCJ
Hernandez, Esmeralda; BSFCS
Hernandez, Hilda G.; BSJ
Horn, Madison T.; BSFCS
Janke, Jenna Lea; BSFCS
Jones, Brittney Brooks; BSFCS
Jones, DyJanay L.; BSCJ
Jordan, Reece C.; BSAG
Kamp, Dakota Skye; BSFCS
Lafferty, Avery Marie; BSFCS
Landin, Sydney Alyssa; BSFCS
Ledet, Shawn; BSCJ
Leza, Miguel; BSCJ
Limberg, Avery N.; BSFCS
Littlefield, Madison N.; BSFCS
Lopez Telles, Arley Y.; BSFCS
Lopez, Madison Mc Kenzi; BSFCS
Lopez, Yolanda; BSCJ
Lusty, Britton; BSAG
Mann, Lauren Nicole; BSCJ
Mann, Madison; BSCJ
Manning, Hallie; BSAG
Mapes, Bailee Brynn; BSFCS
Marquez, Crystal; BSFCS
Martinez, Cristal; BSCJ
Martinez, Marisa N.; BSFCS
Martinez, Norma; BSFCS
Massey, Kira Grace; BSFCS
Maxwell, Michael K.; BSCJ
McBeth, Breton Kabler; BSFCS
McConihay, Rachel; BSFCS
McNatt, Amanda Rose; BSAG
Medidas, Patricia I.; BSAG
Miranda, Ashley Lissette; BSCJ
Mobley, Jazz; BSFCS
Moore, Amanda M.; BSFCS
Moshier, Emily; BSFCS
Nombra, Alexandra M.; BSCJ
Nutall, Sadie M.; BSFCS
Ochoa, Isla Ann M.; BSCJ
Orduna, Jr., Jose R.; BSCJ
Orman, Troy W.; BSFCS
Ornelaz, Natalie R.; BSFCS
Oster, Taylor R.; BSCJ
Peroni, Katherine Elizabeth; BAAS
Puhrmann, Jr., Jonathon S.; BSCJ
Ramirez Navarro, Krissia E.; BSCJ
Ramirez, Jr., Uvaldo; BSCJ
Ramirez, Noah; BSFCS
Reames, Briana Carmella Powell; BSCJ
Reue-Collins, Kyra Michaela; BSFCS
Reveal, M'Kayla; BSCJ
Reyes, Anna Maria; BSFCS
Reyna, Ariagna M.; BSFCS
Rincon, Ray Anthony; BSCJ
Rocha, Alexandra N.; BSAG
Rudge, Dylan; BSCJ
Salazar, Kili A.; BSCJ
Samaniego, Illyana L.; BSCJ
Scioneaux, Erica L.; BSFCS
Shivers, Maya N.; BSFCS
Shuttlesworth, Lacey Paige; BSFCS
Singly, Hannah S.; BSCJ
Skelton, Kayley Nicole; BSFCS
Slowik, Christopher S.; BSCJ
Smith, Eloise T.; BSFCS
Smith, Jaelan; BSCJ
Smith, Jr., Michael; BSCJ
Smith, Shelby N.; BAAS
Spencer, Barbara Joy C.; BSFCS
St. Hilaire, Juanita Josephine; BSFCS
Suarez, Jr., Jose; BSCJ
Talavera, Analysa Martha; BSCJ
Taylor, Madison Alexis; BSFCS
Tejidor, Andrea L.; BSCJ
Thompson, Christina J.; BSFCS
Thompson, Kyle S.; BSCJ
Thomson, Chloe S.; BSFCS
Tran, David M.; BSCJ
Turbett, Miranda; BSFCS
Twiggs, Torri Natalia; BSFCS
Vargas, John David; BSCJ
Vasquez, Janet; BSCJ
Vela, Jr., Martin; BSCJ
Villanueva, Victoria A.; BSAG
Walker, Ryan Thomas; BSCJ
Wanjira, Nancy; BAAS
Warren, Tara; BSFCS
White, Samantha Lee; BSCJ
White-Catchings, LaNiya Y.; BSCJ
Wootton, Samantha Beall; BSAG
Honors designation for commencement is determined by Texas State GPA and Texas State hours status as of one month prior to the ceremony. Changes to a student’s honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the official transcript.

1Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) 2Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) 3Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)
MCCOY COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Sanjay Ramchander, D.B.A., Dean

BACHELOR'S CANDIDATES

Aberegg, Hayden; BBA
Acharya, Richard; BBA
Ahoyt, Taylor Austin; BBA
Aijola, Kehinde Akinola; BBA
Aknirde, Alice May; BBA
Aldermae, Diana Sharee; BBA
Allen, Braydon; BBA
Alonzo, Juan; BBA
Alvarado, Rebecca; BBA
Alvarez, Tiffani; BBA
Amditis, Jared S.; BBA
Anders, Myles Colby; BBA
Anderson, Brady J.; BBA
Aranas, Philip Zapien; BBA
Armendariz, Amber; BBA
Arnold, Aubrey A.; BBA
Asha, Matthew Stephen; BBA
Baidaoui, Andrew Karim; BBA
Bajkusa, Andrea; BBA
Ball, Jeremy E.; BBA
Ballast, Dirk K.; BBA
Banes, Sr., Hunter; BBA
Banks, Noah Coleman; BBA
Barragan, Jr., Nestor L.; BBA
Barrera-Alarcon, Aida Catalina; BBA
Barrientos, Angelica; BBA
Beck, Bonnie A.; BBA
Bell, Paije E.; BBA
Bemard, Iman Sharda; BBA
Borden-Siler, Auston G.; BBA
Brandl, Brock Bonner; BBA
Briones, Mayra Roxana; BBA
Buenrostro, Brianna Renee; BBA
Bustamante, Michael Ray; BBA
Calley, Hunter Wade; BBA
Cardus, David J.; BBA
Carter, Adriana; BBA
Collin, Jessica J.; BBA
Collins, Carsyn Jade; BBA
Colonnetta, Katherine E.; BBA
Cragle, Kamron; BA
Cruz, Liliana; BBA
Cuevas Huerta, Emmanuel; BBA
Curi, Jesu Enrique; BBA
Davis, Victoria Rose; BBA
De La Garza, Stephanie S.; BBA
Dean, Sarah Madison; BBA
Doan, Daniel D.; BBA
Dowell, Aspen N.; BBA
Dowling, Heather A.; BBA
Doyle-Chandler, Owen P.; BBA
Elder, James A.; BBA
Elakiam, Michael Loreto; BBA
Ellison, Abigail Claire; BBA
Enriquez, Joseph R.; BBA
Estel, Patrick George; BBA
Farley, Alexis Tyshon Sade; BBA
Farley, Joshua David; BBA
Fatunbi, Adedayo D.; BBA
Feagins, Preston K.; BBA
Fernandez, Ili, Fernando; BBA
Fitzgerald, Matthew R.; BBA
Florence, Andrew Douglas; BBA
Freeman, Kaylee M.; BBA
Furdek, Nicholas M.; BBA
Freyer, Christopher Kevin; BBA
Garcia Martinez, Lisandra D.; BBA
Garcia, Jr., Abelardo; BBA
Garcia, Jr., Eric C.; BBA
Garcia, Joe R.; BBA
Garibay, Ashlee N.; BBA
Garcia, David C.; BBA
Garza, Evelyn S.; BBA
Gonzalez, Victoria Ruby; BBA
Goodman, Jessica Faith; BBA
Graham, Wyndham Ravi; BBA
Gray, Tamika Beatrice; BBA
Gregory, Kourtney C.; BBA
Grimaldo-Becerra, Ruben, BBA
Guerrero, Pablo J.; BBA
Gunderson, Devin Tanner; BBA
Guthrie, Madison D.; BBA
Gutierrez, Marco Antonio; BBA
Gutierrez, Yvette L.; BBA
Guzman, Edgar A.; BBA
Hamby, Gage T.; BBA
Hancock, Emily D.; BBA
Hanley, Eve Olivia; BBA
Hansen, Jack Thomas; BBA
Harbison, Emily R.; BBA
Harmon, Clayton Garrett; BBA
Harper, Matthew R.; BBA
Harris, Cameron Charles; BBA
Hawkins, Joanna Carolyn; BBA
Henry, William John; BBA
Hernandez Arteaga, Jaqueline; BBA
Hernandez, Ricardo; BBA
Hobbs, Andrew Gordon; BBA
Holt, Logan D.; BBA
Honeycutt, Brandon J.; BBA
Hopkins, Rylie D.; BBA
Hornsey, Chance Glen; BBA
Hutcheson, Harrison G.; BBA
Impastato, Sara K.; BBA
Jackson, Charles N.; BBA
Jacobs, Ill, David Allan; BBA
Jimenez, Jonathan; BBA
Jimenez, Joshua Blaine; BBA
Johnson, Colton John; BBA
Jones, Brandon; BBA
Jordan, Aurion C.; BBA
Kamalouris, Catherine; BBA
Karl, Katelyn Nicole; BBA
Kennedy, Ill, Roland Willis; BBA
Kittrell, Kevin Charles; BBA
Krippner, Jacob L.; BBA
Ladine, Rachel S.; BBA
Lambert, Darrian; BBA
Langford, Hannah M.; BBA
Larson, Benjamin R.; BBA
Laws, Leslie Anne; BBA
Le, Shylla; BBA
Legston, Jessica M.; BBA
Llewellyn, Daysha Berlin; BBA
Lopez Cardona, Maria Guadalupe; BBA
Lopez, Claudio A.; BBA
Lovell, Dean S.; BBA
Lucas, Emily G.; BBA
Luna, Connor Patrick; BBA
Lytle, Hunter; BBA
Madhav, Matishta; BBA
Mahmood, Rabia; BBA
Maldonado Chavez, Jasmin; BBA
Manners, Carl Andrew; BBA
Marrero, Andres Mauricio; BBA
Martinez, Brayn Azael; BBA
Martinez, Michelle; BBA
McLain, Alexandra Nicole; BBA
McMeans, Jeffrey A.; BBA
Medina, Jeffrey; BBA
Melton, Kevin L.; BBA
Mendez, Meredith Grace; BBA
Mendez, Soledad O.; BBA
Monden, Andrew; BBA
Momodu, Andrew; BBA
Monroe, Alexis; BBA
Neel, Christopher W.; BBA
Newman, Kendra E.; BBA
Ochoa, Marissa Angelica; BBA
Ogura, Tyson K.; BBA
Okwong, Megan; BBA
Pate, Allyson; BBA
Pena, Jessica; BBA
Peneschi, Ethan F.; BBA
Perez, Isaac G.; BBA
Peterson, Tate J.; BBA
Pimentel, Nelson Enrique; BBA
Pineda, George Nicolas; BBA
Pogue, Rebekah; BBA
Provens, Naomi R.; BBA
Ramseyer, Jacob C.; BA
Reaves, Charles; BBA
Reeves, Carson; BBA
Rendon, Nathaniel B.; BBA
Reneau, Hannah K.; BBA
Richards, Cole A.; BBA
Richardson, Micah G.; BBA
Richter, Ashley J.; BBA
Rios, Thomas; BBA
Rivera Romero, Cristy E.; BBA
Rivera, Cristina I.; BBA
Rivera, Erik J.; BBA
Robershaw, Marissa R.; BBA
Robledo, Belicia Veronica; BBA
Rodriguez, Ila E.; BBA
Rodriguez, Kristen Frances; BBA
Rogers, Scarlett D.; BBA
Rojas, Michael; BBA
Rotan, Juliana N.; BBA
Ruíz, Alexandra; BBA
Rumph, Sateera Alexa; BBA
Saldiver, Rodrigo S.; BBA
Santillan, Sara Christina; BBA
Scanlon, Catherine G.; BBA
Seils, Rowan L.; BBA
Shreve, Matthew J.; BBA
Skaggs, Blake Austin; BBA
Smith, Amber M.; BBA
Smith, Mackenzie M.; BBA
Smith, Owen P.; BBA
Sobol, Marcie; BBA
Soentvedt, Jesper; BBA
Sparks, Kelsey Brooke; BBA
Spring, Claire; BBA
Springer, William G.; BBA
Starr, Richard Adam; BBA
Stewart, Clayton Paul; BBA
Stokes, Emily Lauren; BBA
Stout, Trevor M.; BBA
Straight, Jacob; BBA
Stricklan, Maston A.; BBA
Summers, Sarah Denise; BBA
Swift, Colton David; BBA
Sy, Madeline Marie; BBA
Tate, Christopher Jaylon; BBA
Tavares-Mondragon, Maria Y.; BBA
Taylor, Jason Michael; BBA
Thayer, Kaden D.; BBA
Thompson, Austin; BBA
Thompson, Trevor; BBA
Trantham, Patricia Y.; BBA
Trevino, Samantha; BBA
Turner, James; BBA
Turner, Sierra L.; BBA
Vancil, Jacob R.; BBA
Vaughn, Collin; BBA
Vise, Kayla Sue; BBA
Waits, Benjamin Bryce; BBA
Walla, Matthew Ryan; BBA
Wenzel, Zachary; BBA
White, Travis Joseph; BBA
Wildier, Chance; BBA
Willi, Andrew T.; BBA
Williams, Azeem; BBA
Wilson, Ivan Michael; BBA
Wilson, Kristine Luise; BBA
Wójtowecz, Garrett S.; BBA
Wong, Geraldine Xiao Yuan; BBA
Yancey, Kimberly Adrienne; BBA
Zeilinger, Blake R.; BBA

1Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) 2Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) 3Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

Honors designation for commencement is determined by Texas State GPA and Texas State hours status as of one month prior to the ceremony. Changes to a student’s honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the official transcript.
Abbott, Taylor Michelle; BESS
Acosta, Benjamin Joseph; BESS
Acosta, Theresa; BS
Alaniz, Joshua A.; BESS
Anaemjeleh, Patrick; BESS
Arellano, Alfredo Emmanuel; BESS
Baines, Rebecca N.; BESS
Barraza, Adrian P.; BESS
Berry, Calan Kiaira; BESS
Box, Emily A.; BESS
Bruce, Ethan Matthew; BESS
Caldwell, Reece Logan; BESS
Casey, Sydney Lauren; BESS
Chevalier, Garrett M.; BESS
Clark, Hannah Marie; BESS
Clark, Taylor; BESS
Cover, Shannon E.; BS
Creasey, Hannah Nicole; BS
Cruz, Marisa Elaine; BESS
Dykes, Rachel R.; BESS
Ellis, Claudia L.; BESS
Flores, Jacob Raymond; BESS
Foght, Dominique; BESS
Garcia, Silvia Gisell; BS
Gomez, Alexis Dezirae; BESS
Gomez-Perez, Carolina; BESS
Gonzalez, Myranda L.; BESS
Hagen, Bella M.; BESS
Hall, Katie M.; BS
Harrington, Tayler V.; BS
Hawkins, Jocelynn S.; BESS
Hernandez, Shannon Elyse; BS
Hinze, Jarrod L.; BESS
Hobbs, Allison Brooke; BESS
Hormann, Zachary; BESS
Jaral, Kali A.; BHWP
Johnson, Tiera Deniell; BESS
Joseph, Asia Renee; BESS
Kalsi, Preeti; BESS
Kelley, Sara E.; BESS
Krailo, Lauren A.; BESS
Kunu, Calvin Of; BS
Kupec, Kessa Elise; BS
Landrum, Ryan C.; BS
Leger, Emily G.; BS
Leija, Alexander; BESS
Lopez, Carlos D.; BS
Lopez Martinez, Brandon O.; BESS
Luke, Bailey Alyssa; BS
Martinez, Melinda; BS
McBride, Austen K.; BS
Melton, Brock; BESS
Mendoza, Michael David; BESS
Miller, Payton E.; BS
Molina, John; BS
Momie, Christen; BESS
Moore, Rachel Jamie; BS
Morado, Karina; BS
Navarrete, Anthony Lorenzo; BS
Navarro, Cade A.; BS
Negrete, Anthony; BS
Nicholson, Samuel Jacob; BS
Nies, Jarret R.; BS
Noel, Lillian M.; BS
Ocampo, Luisito M.; BS
Ortiz, Luis Enrique; BESS
Parker, Lefty; BS
Perez, Alysha; BS
Portillo, Natalia; BS
Reichardt, Carter; BS
Reyna, Samantha E.; BS
Robicheaux, Katlyn D.; BS
Rosales, Deanna; BS
Ruiz, Julissa Maria; BS
Saenz-Lagarreta, Miranda; BS
Samaniego, Kaylee Michelle; BS
Sanchez, Nicole; BS
Sandoval, Jonathan B.; BS
Sentell, Grayson P.; BS
Shirley, Andrew; BS
Soto, Sierra Alexis; BS
Stewart, Mariah N.; BS
Sunohara, Yukito; BS
Surges, Michael; BS
Tamayo, Danielle Georgina Angelique; BS
Thomas, Jasmine E.; BS
Torres, Ill, Rudy J.; BS
Torres, Liana N.; BS
Tran, Dana A.; BS
Uribe, Alyssa Bailey; BS
Valenzuela, Zachary; BS
Valle, Edgar N.; BS
Vanderloo, Heather Marie; BS
Vela, Abrielle; BS
Vela, Sonia; BS
Watley, Candace R.; BS
Whelan, Veronica N.; BS
Williams, Chalendria U.; BS
Williams, Landon C.; BS
Williams-Roussell, James; BS
Wilson, Hunter; BS
Zamarron, Leyla Renee; BS

1Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) 2Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) 3Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

Honors designation for commencement is determined by Texas State GPA and Texas State hours status as of one month prior to the ceremony. Changes to a student’s honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the official transcript.
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Adamson, James Tyler; BM
Aguilar, Tanya; BFA
Allawala, Ansa; BS
Arana, Isabel Flores; BA
Archer, III, Walter W.; BFA
Arteaga, Arnold G.; BA
Ashford, De'Jah L.; BS
Atkinson, Alexa Genesis; BS
Auringer, Nicole A.; BS
Austin, Harmony M.; BFA
Aycock, Phillip A.; BS
Bailey, Cameron Kyle; BS
Baker, Ian, BS
Baker, Luke Gryder; BS
Balvuena-Martinez, Brenda; BS
Banks, Kayla R.; BS
Bates, Devon Donnell; BS
Becker, Megan R.; BS
Belcher, Shania; BS
Bell, Lacie Beth; BA
Beller, Madilyn Ann; BS
Berrymen, Blake; BS
Bisonga, Nicole Nyang'Anyi; BA
Blackwood, Josiah Devon; BS
Blevins, Amber J.; BA
Bochnowski, Jordan; BS
Books, Kyle Alan; BA
Bramlett, Bronson N.; BS
Broadbent, Kaitlin Elizabeth; BS
Brooks, Zachary; BS
Bruner, Jacob A.; BFA
Burkett, Paige E.; BS
Butts, Austin Travis; BA
Calabrese, Emily M.; BS
Campbell, Josh Scott; BA
Cano, Sarah; BS
Cantu, Cale S.; BS
Carlin, Carin Isabel; BS
Carter, Jared C.; BS
Castro, Marisol; BA
Causey, Brian William; BS
Cerchiari Cassuci, Samara; BS
Chairez, Inci E.; BA
Chapa, Cassandra; BA
Cisneros, Amanda; BS
Clarke, Oliver James; BS
Claxton, Bryce L.; BS
Clotiaux, Cameron Ray; BS
Clotiaux, Marti Marie; BS
Coleman, Devyn A.; BS
Coronado, Giselle Guadalupe; BS
Cortez, Joseph C.; BS
Cuellar, Ixchel T.; BFA
Cullen, Chloe B.; BA
Dau, Katie Nicole; BS
Daves, John Travis; BS
Davis, Damian Lee; BS
De Leon Aguilar, Daniel Jose; BS
DeLeon, Brian; BS
Delgado, Vanessa Lee; BA
Dodson, Madison G.; BS
Dopson, Melinda; BS
Drewett, Joseph; BS
Dunham, Charlotte R.; BS
Dunn, Patricia K.; BS
Dupre, Ryan D.; BA
Dupre, Trevor N.; BS
Elizondo, Ralph Anthony; BS
Erevia, Christian A.; BS
Ero, Amanda Osasu; BFA
Espericueta, Marilyn; BA
Fay, Chris H.; BA
Fell, Ashley Nicole; BA
Fellers, Charlotte Frances; BS
Fitch, Nicholas Dean; BM
Fleming, Meagan; BS
Floyd, Jeannifer Marilyn; BS
Frazier, Rebecca L.; BS
Funk, James Ryan; BFA
Gallier, Madeleine; BS
Garza, Rene S.; BS
Gaskey, Luke W.; BS
Gassner, Aaron; BS
Ghourley, Emmet Sean; BM
Gibson, Arielle; BS
Gill, Colby S.; BFA
Gillespie, Shelby D.; BS
Gomez, Lol; BS
Gonzales, Alexander P.; BS
Gonzalez, Alyssa S.; BS
Gonzalez, Laura E.; BS
Gonzalez-Aponte, Luis Enrique; BA
Goodman, Casey; BS
Goodman, Kailyn A.; BA
Gregory, Bailey A.; BS
Guajardo, Anjelica Mia; BS
Guillory, Haley A.; BS
Guiterrez, Sarah; BA
Hacker, Travis Q.; BA
Hameister, Shelby K.; BS
Hampton, Taylor B.; BA
Hannon, Jet J.; BS
Hargrove, Brandon Keith; BS
Harris, Alexa J.; BFA
Harvey, Chad A.; BS
Heinz, Nicholas G.; BS
Herico, Akia R.; BS
Hernandez, Alicia Elizabeth; BS
Hernandez, John Christopher; BS
Hernandez, Perla Noemi; BS
Higdon, Robert Cody; BA
Hightower, Austin; BS
Hill, Lauryn; BS
Hromadka, Taylor Madison; BA
Hummel, Ava; BS
James, Amari Amor; BS
Johnson, Jacqueline P.; BS
Jones, Cristela Barbara; BS
Jones, Jr., Reginald L.; BS
Jordan, Kiara; BS
Khek, Brycen A.; BS
Kittler, Grace M.; BA
Klepach, Garrett S.; BS
Kohutek, Tristan J.; BA
Kretz-Adams, Jordan; BS
Lacombe, Archivens; BA
Lain, Julia N.; BS
Lamont, Matthew H.; BA
Lindsey, Chase A.; BS
Lobelo Giraldo, Alejandra; BA
Lockhart, Hailey J.; BS
Lopes Ramos de Menezes, Isabella; BS
Lopez, Hannah Rose; BA
Loveland, Zoe E.; BA
Lowe, Kayce; BA
Lucero, Madison; BA
Malota, Brianna; BS
Martinez, Brianna; BA
Martinez, Jason M.; BS
Martinez-Padilla, Jennifer; BS
Mason, Alexi L.; BS
Mata, Joshua Donald; BS
Matthews, Michael Vincent; BS
McCurdy, Allison Lou; BA
Medina, Esai E.; BA
Medina, Karina; BS
Mentesana, Elissa Rose; BA
Milan, Lesly; BS
Minnich, Trevor; BS
Mitchell, Ryan M.; BS
Moore, Ashley M.; BS
Morganti, John J.; BS
Moser, Morgan A.; BFA
Moss, Imani S.; BS
Myers, April; BS
Myers, William T.; BS
Nalle, Kamry A.; BS
Oldag, Jared Patrick; BS
Ortiz, Jr., James; BS
Ovalle, Sr., Victor Leonardo; BS
Pace, Reed; BA
Padilla, Madelynn P.; BS
Peebus, Sara N.; BA
Perkins, Zachary Jacob; BS
Peterson, Paris; BS
Pfledderer, Sawyer; BS
Quisenberry, Gabrielle B.; BS
Rachui, Aaron Michael; BM
Ramirez Meza, Marisela; BS
Ramirez, Priscilla; BA
Reans, Alyssa Danielle; BS
Reber, Leigh A.; BA
Reeseguie, Brooke Nicole; BS
Rincon, Antonio; BS
Rios, Kaleigh; BS
Roden, Olivia M.; BFA
Rodriguez, Bianca Elizabeth; BS
Rodriguez, Janelle L.; BS
Rodriguez, Marissa Marie; BA
Rodriguez, Penny Marie; BS
Romero, Yvette Ruby; BS
Rouvroy, Melanie; BA
Sakhibzadayeva, Maya Kalenova; BS
Saldana, Julian Mekel; BS
Sam, Dymond; BS
Samford, Kameron; BS
Samon, Evan; BS
Samson, Lauren Ashley; BS
Santiago, Christopher Ian; BS
Savoy, Amaya Lavaun; BS
Schneider, Griffin Samuel; BS
Schrier, Faith A.; BS
Schultz, Marina A.; BFA
Scott, Lauren T.; BS
Sealey, Jacob Scott; BS
Sims, Syrus V.; BS
Sims, Trenton; BS
Smith, Bailey Scott; BA
Sosa, Elen; BS
Stanfield, Mary; BS
Stapler, Jencyn; BA
Strauss, Peyton H.; BS
Suniga, Kristina F.; BFA
Sutton, Kennedy; BS
Taylor, Kennedy Nicole; BS
Trejo, Jasmine D.; BA
Trudo, Alayna N.; BS
Turney, Morgan Elizabeth; BS
Urtado, Luis M.; BFA
Vanpool, Emily M.; BA
Vasquez, Juan A.; BA
Vela, Evangelina Rae; BS
Walker, Taylor D.; BS
Warren, Shayla Danielle; BA
Watson, Raegan Nicole; BFA
Webb, Omar; BS
Weber, Erin E.; BS
Wells, Remington M.; BS
Welton, Alyssa Elaine; BS
Westerfeld, Gracie K.; BS
Wickizer, Alexis; BFA
Wilkerson, William C.; BFA
Witten, Taylor Lyn; BS
Yates, Kaleb Joseph; BS
Young, Rebecca Dianne; BS
Zachary, Jahne Nicole; BS
Zapien Garcia, Tania Lizeth; BS
Zuniga, Gisselle; BS

1Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) 2Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) 3Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

Honors designation for commencement is determined by Texas State GPA and Texas State hours status as of one month prior to the ceremony. Changes to a student's honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the official transcript.
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Aguilar, Alexander J.; BHA
Aguirre, Stephanie M.; BS
Alonzo, Andrea M.; BS³
Ayala, Victoria A.; BS
Baez, Monica I.; BS
Ball, Helen Callie; BHA²
Beard, Alexa K.; BHA
Bland, Adriana I.; BSCLES²
Bukrinskaya, Elina; BHA³
Camacho, Jocelyn; BSRC
Cancino, Karina L.; BHA³
Carte, Charlotte Nicole; BHA²
Cienfuegos, Cristian; BSCLES
Covarrubias Cardenas, Gigi A.; BHA³
Cruz, John E.; BS
De La Garza, Yolanda Lissett; BHA
DeLeon, Joken Robert; BS³
Delos Reyes, Honey Lee; BS
Dickerson, Kennedy Fayth; BS³
Doan, Rachel; BSCLES
Garcia, Jose C.; BHA³
Garza, Cristian; BS
Gaylord, Carlie A.; BS
Giron, Evelyn J.; BHA
Gonzales, Jacquelyn Ruby; BSCLES¹
Gray, Madeline E.; BSCLES²
Greenwood, Jardai Traniece; BS
Hardaway, Ashlynne N.; BS¹
Hill, Kevin M.; BS
Hinojosa, Ismael A.; BSCLES¹
Horst, Cheyenne Nicole; BHA
Howl, Carolyn Elizabeth; BSRC
Ipina-Maldonado, Jesse A.; BS
Jackson, Emaley C.; BS
Jan, Fatimah; BSCLES
Jones, Brittnay T.; BSCLES²
Jones, Jordan Alexa; BS²
Keane, Amber R.; BSCLES
Kelly, Makenna E.; BS
Kemp, Kirsten J.; BHA
Koch, Taylor L.; BHA
Kopp, Caris Josephine; BHA¹
League, Joshua C.; BS²
Lnu, Sumayya; BSCLES¹
Martinez, Andrea; BS³
Moss, Myles; BHA
Neer, Miah Renee; BHA
Nguyen, Kay; BS
Nguyen, Thuan Dang; BSCLES²
Obafemi, Kemi A.; BS³
Olvera, Amber Renee; BS
O'Malley, Mary; BSCLES²
Padron, Hipolito; BSCLES
Panella, Natalie E.; BS³
Perry, Matthew; BS³
Pham, Lan Nhi T.; BSCLES¹
Poehl, Kalee R.; BHA³
Pointer, Hallie M.; BS
Richards, Brooke Ann; BS
Richter, Natalie E.; BS
Robinson, Alexsis M.; BS
Rodriguez, Alexia; BS
Roe, Kiara Lynn; BHA²
Segura, Anahie L.; BSCLES³
Settle, Teagan Lianne; BSCLES¹
Shows, Hannah M.; BHA
Sims, Derreca Shayla; BHA³
Starnes, Leah M.; BSCLES
Stevenson, Jr., Rickie D.; BSCLES
Stridsberg, Alexandra; BHA²
Tarnowski, Haley N.; BHA
Tellez, Mauricio; BSCLES
Thurman, Dominique Nekia; BS
Timon, Ryan Patrick; BHA
Tin, Crystal; BS
Tracy, Hannah M.; BS
Wohlrab, Jay Michael; BSCLES²
Zaro, Alexandria R.; BS

¹Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) ²Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) ³Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

Honors designation for commencement is determined by Texas State GPA and Texas State hours status as of one month prior to the ceremony. Changes to a student’s honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the official transcript.
Acosta, Emily A.; BS
Aguilera, Jonathan X.; BS
Ahrens, Macie Noelle; BS
Allbiter Baltazar, Miroslava; BAIS
Allen, Patrick J.; BA
Anaya Chong, Luz E.; BAIS
Araujo, Angelina Emily; BA
Aronhalt, Dawson T.; BS
Avery, Madison P.; BA
Baca, Seth A.; BA
Baez, Alyssa; BA
Bailey, Keiana; BAIS
Barrera, Iris A.; BA
Bartley, Renee A.; BA
Bell, Nevin k.; BS
Ben-Edet, Enoabasi G.; BA
Billington, Mikaela Christine; BS
Bingham, Samantha S.; BA
Bissett, Rena M.; BA
Blazi, Sydni J.; BA
Bledsoe, Madison Elizabeth; BA
Boswell, Abigail C.; BS
Boudreaux, Brittany D.; BA
Boudreaux, II, Bruse W.; BS
Bourke, Bryan; BA
Bradford, Ceylan H.; BS
Bradley, Taylor Yvonne; BA
Briers, Abby; BA
Brinen, Elaine Diana; BS
Brooks, Ashanti Kioka; BS
Bruniera de Oliveira, Isabella; BA
Brunner, Cheyanne N.; BA
Burnett, Kayla L.; BS
Buxton, Quintin; BA
Caicedo, John S.; BA
Cannon, Jada; BA
Cardoza, Emily; BA
Carreno, Brianna L.; BS
Castillo, Jr., Frank; BS
Castro, Kiersten A.; BA
Chicken, Alexandria N.; BA
Cooper, Sidney N.; BA
Corenbliith, Mitchel Jay; BS
Cote, Emma C.; BA
Cowey, Courtney M.; BA
Crawford, Vanessa M.; BA
Cross, Emma Danielle; BAIS
Daniel, Amber Marie; BAIS
De Leon, Vanessa R.; BS
De Luna, Carmen Y.; BA
Dean, Rebecca L.; BA
Dearing, Christian L.; BA
Debaisieux, Brittany M.; BAIS
deLagarde, Abigaiil R.; BS
DeRudder, Taylor Breanne; BA
Diaz, Rafael Alejandro; BA
Donihoo, Elizabeth Rose; BS
Dortman, Claudia L.; BS
Douglas, Nigel J.; BA
Dove, Karon; BA
Drake, Emma M.; BA
Dunaway, Kori Taylor; BS
Durrill, Reese; BA
Edwards, Carter Delanie; BA
Ekwem, Chidera; BA
El Cortobi, Manon; BS
Eldaher, Layth K.; BA
Espinoza, Ashley N.; BA
Espinoza-Rivera, Juanita; BA
Esquivel, Lyndsie Emily; BS
Figueroa, Luisa F.; BA
Flack, Lawrence B.; BA
Fleming, Britney N.; BA
Flores, Isabella Mixson; BAIS
Floyd, Averi M.; BS
Fogle, Kellie P.; BA
Fowler, Brandon S.; BA
Fowler, Victoria L.; BS
Fox, Samuel E.; BA
Freeman, Emilee Marie Celeste; BS
Fulbright, Jackson B.; BAIS
Fulks, Reagan D.; BA
Furman, Diana Noreen; BA
Gallardo, Nicolas D.; BS
Garces, Elijah; BA
Garcia, Alyssa G.; BA
Gaume, Nicholas W.; BA
Gee, Jordan D.; BA
Gerena, Sebastian Gabriel; BA
Giron, Evelyn J.; BA
Goll, Madison T.; BA
Gonzalez Ibarra, Elizabeth; BA
Gonzalez, Carmen B.; BS
Gonzalez, Karina L.; BAIS
Goodly, Ryan Laquinn; BS
Griffith, Zoe D.; BS
Grimshaw, Bayley Rachael; BS
Gutierrez, Nicolas; BA
Harvey, Autumn L.; BA
Hauer, Liliana N.; BA
Hebert, Gabrielle Emily; BA
Heckendorn, III, Warren Robert; BA
Henriquez, Jessica Esmeralda; BA
Hernandez, Arianna; BA
Hernandez, Daisy; BA
Herndon, Alexandra B.; BA
Herrera Saucedo, Carlos D.; BAIS
Hodge, Treylan N.; BS
Hoff, Cassidy A.; BA
Hoke, Jarod; BS
Holmes, Ashli Danielle; BS
Honish, Hope B.; BA
Hooker, Emily Nicole; BS
House, II, John; BS
Iovinelli, Elizabeth Ann; BAIS
Islam, Ahmad Abdullah Ridwanu; BA
Jackson, Treylin; BA
Jeffrey, KC Chacon; BS
Johnson, Cheyenne; BA
Johnson, Priya R.; BS
Jones, DeAngela; BA
Jones, Jordan Paul; BA
Jones, Raigen Cloe; BA
Kazmi, Jari H.; BA
Kellner, John M.; BA
Kelly, Kaitlyn B.; BS
Kidd, Alexandria L.; BA
Kinlaw, Jacob J.; BS
Kleiber, Darian Paige; BA
Koehne, Amanda Joy; BA
Koenig, Jonathan; BA
Langham, Mikayla Brenae; BA
Le Grice, Kristen N.; BA
Le, Thu Anh; BA
Lewis, Anthony Joseph; BS
Loera, Briana A.; BS
Lofton, Taylor B.; BA
Lowenberg, Sophia; BA
Lozano, Samantha A.; BA
Lugo, Jr., Rosemary; BA
Luna, Stephanie; BA
MacKinnon, Connor Alexander; BS
Markee, Baylin Patrick; BA
Marquez, Ileana Nyzza; BA
Marrero, Picheska; BA
Marroquin, Ill, Ramiro; BA
Martinez, Bianca E.; BA
Martinez, Cristal; BA
Martinez, Elyssa M.; BA
Martinez, Fernando J.; BA
Matthews, Michael Vincent; BA
McCaslin, Kayleigh E.; BA
Honors designation for commencement is determined by Texas State GPA and Texas State hours status as of one month prior to the ceremony. Changes to a student’s honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the official transcript.
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BACHELOR’S CANDIDATES

Adams, Lacee R.; BS
Adeoye, Alexander; BS
Allen, Nikya Soleil; BS
Arreaga, Brandon A.; BA
Ayala, Daisy; BS
Becerra, I, Eduardo Lee; BS
Benitez Albiter, Javier; BS
Bernardino Gomez, Luis Antonio; BST
Boemer, Zachary Scott; BS
Brantley, Carson; BST
Brito, Candy; BS
Brown, Rickey Dee; BA
Buesing, Adrian; BS
Call, Allie E.; BS
Cappello, Emily Michelle; BS
Carreon, Jr., Andres R.; BST
Chukwuma, Ekenedilichukwu C.; BS
Columbie Martinez, Enrique; BS
Conner, Bailey Lynn; BA
Craft, Judah Ari Alexander; BS
Davis, Zoey Marie; BS
DeCarlo, Joseph; BS
Dole, Virginia Mae L.; BS
Doskocil, Collin T.; BS
Dounn, Eddie Isaac; BA
Ellis, Dale Allen, BS
Ellsworth, Bryce M.; BS
Espindola Vasquez, Stephany; BS
Facundo, Christopher James; BST
Farrimond, Hunter H.; BS
Feagain, Hannah Leeann; BS
Garcia Herrera, Karina G.; BS
Garcia, Jennifer; BS
Gates, Tyler A.; BS
Gonzalez, Alejandra; BS
Gordon, Dustin; BS
Guillen, Gabriel; BST
Hall, James M.; BST
Harris, David Michael; BS
Hecht, Jade; BS
Hernandez Garcia, Maria; BA
Hernandez, Minerva; BS
Hurst, Cole B.; BS
Jax, Stephanie; BS
Jimenez, Ill, Robert; BST
Kagy, Miranda Taylor; BS
Keller, Michael; BST
Khan, Muhammad S.; BS
Koehler, Serena Phyllis; BS
LaGrone, Olivia Laru; BS
Leonard, Ruby; BS
Lesley, Nicole Chanelle; BS
Loftin, Natallie Genevieve; BST
Lorkovic, Emily Ann; BS
Ma, Wenjie; BS
Madden, Lindsay C.; BS
Mata, Jerry Lewis; BST
Merwin, David L.; BST
Molina, Roberto Carlos; BS
Molina, Terruce; BST
Molinas, Sebastian; BS
Moraes, Kattyana; BS
Moreno, Andres Felipe; BS
Moreno, Erik; BS
Muir, Cameron B.; BS
Mullen, Julia Gabrielle; BST
Munoz, Zachary; BS
Murray, Max A.; BS
Muzquiz, Rodolfo Antonio; BS
Nessen, Devon Christian; BS
Nkenke, Chinenye Ifeoma; BS
Norris, Braden D.; BST
O’Malley, Mary; BS
Osmond, Michael J.; BS
Ouandji, Steven; BS
Ousey, Emmitt C.; BS
Parker, Patrick William; BS
Patel, Jigarkumar M.; BST
Pennington, Kyle James; BS
Perez, Shayla A.; BS
Perkins, Kaysie M.; BS
Perry, Taylor Blake; BS
Petrova, Olga; BS
Pickens, Tristan; BS
Pierce, Timothy J.; BS
Polasek, KirkWade Carden; BA
Pugh, Samuel Andrew; BS
Quiroga, Laurea; BS
Rabold, Danyon Herman; BS
Ramirez, Cecilia Marie; BS
Ramos, Jacob M.; BS
Ramos, Ryan; BS
Ramseyer, Jacob C.; BST
Reyna, Savanna Denise; BS
Ridgeway, IV, Raymond; BST
Rojas, Sofia R.; BS
Rodriguez, Kevin M.; BS
Sager, Erik; BS
Salinas, Jr., Manuel Ricardo; BA
Sanchez, Andres; BS
Schmidt, Logan E.; BS
Schneider, Patrick Anthony; BS
Shaiikh, Soha; BS
Sierra, Ashley Nicole; BS
Sipowicz, III, James T.; BS
Stroessner, Elisabeth M.; BS
Stuart, Kaitlyn Diana; BS
Suaste, Juan M.; BST
Thibeaux, Brandon J.; BS
Todd, Blair Russell; BS
Tolleson, Trey H.; BS
Torez, Rachel; BS
Tran, Chau Ngoc; BS
Twardowski, Hagen; BS
Vo, Nhu J.; BS
Vora, Rukhsar Ayub; BS
Wade, Olivia Patricia Borrello; BS
Walev, Paul William; BS
Walker, Desirae Ciara; BS
Walters, Corbin Kyle; BS
Walters, Justin Robert; BA
Waumann, Cristina; BS
Weise, Elizabeth R.; BS
West, Kaitlyn C.; BS
Wich, Alyssa A.; BS
Wilcox, Robert Forrest; BS
Wilkins, Kristopher N.; BS
Wilkinson, Vanessa L.; BS
Wilks, Lauren A.; BS
Wodajo, Dina Bekele; BS
Yeager, William; BS

1 Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) 2 Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) 3 Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

Honors designation for commencement is determined by Texas State GPA and Texas State hours status as of one month prior to the ceremony. Changes to a student’s honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the official transcript.
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Mary Ellen Cavitt, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR’S CANDIDATES

Alfonso, Taylor Brooke; BGS
Angeli, Nicholas V.; BGS
Asumu, Doris; BGS
Bailey, Blake Hayden; BGS
Contreras, Maylonie Selena; BGS
Crane, Kasey; BGS
Esser, Audrianna R.; BGS
Fahmi, Tariq; BGS
Gardenhire, Kristin Ann; BGS
Garr, Daniel C.; BGS
Hankamer, Dalton T.; BGS
Hansen, Matthew T.; BGS
Henson, Hunter; BGS
Holmes, IV, Clabe; BGS
Jackson, Shelby L.; BGS
Jones, Madison; BGS
King, Riley A.; BGS
Knight, Tayler Jo; BGS
Love, Dillon Divine; BGS
Lyon, Dalton; BGS
Marquart, Cooper Vincent; BGS
McKeown, William; BGS
Medlin, Randall; BGS
Okorocha, Chigoziri F.; BGS
Peden, Drew; BGS
Queen, Alayna G.; BGS
Rademachir, Lindsey Frances; BGS
Ramos, Cristian A.; BGS
Riefstahl, Halie May; BGS
Rodriguez, III, Felipe; BGS
Romo, Angelica; BGS
Ryan, Danielle M.; BGS
Smelcer, Eric D.; BGS
Trent, Brian T.; BGS
Uhl, Hayden C.; BGS
Vasquez, Ashley Nicole; BGS
Vaughan, Danielle N.; BGS
Waith, Brianna Rose Clarice; BGS
Weaver, Sunni Jo; BGS
Williams, Jaxon M.; BGS
Wolf, Jacqueline D.; BGS
Woo, Jonathan; BGS
Yager, Amanda E.; BGS
Yates, Tevin; BGS

1Summa Cum Laude (3.8-4.0 GPA) 2Magna Cum Laude (3.6-3.79 GPA) 3Cum Laude (3.4-3.59 GPA)

Honors designation for commencement is determined by Texas State GPA and Texas State hours status as of one month prior to the ceremony. Changes to a student’s honors designation as a result of their final grades will be reflected on the official transcript.
Texas State University initiated a new Master of Science degree with a major in Quantitative Finance and Economics in fall 2020. This program, which is offered through the Department of Finance and Economics in the Emmett and Miriam McCoy College of Business Administration, offers a unique curriculum that integrates both contemporary financial analysis and economic theories and quantitative applications in the financial analysis of firms and markets.

As the state of Texas, especially the Texas Innovation Corridor located between Austin and San Antonio, emerges to become one of the most thriving high-technology hubs in the nation, the demand for financial-related services is strong and projected to remain strong in the future. The role of advanced mathematical and statistical techniques in leveraging financial and economic data to gain a competitive edge has become increasingly important as these techniques have been refined and the quality, quantity, and access to large data sets has been improved. As a result, employers are now requiring a new set of advanced financial and economic data analysis skills in their employees.

The program in quantitative finance and economics will equip students to succeed in an increasingly technical and data-driven job market by developing complementary skills in economic theory, financial analysis, quantitative methods, and the application of all three to business solutions. The program has been designed for undergraduate economics, finance, business, or science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) related majors, or for professionals with an interest in acquiring additional analytical skills to enhance their ability to excel in today’s marketplace.

This new Master of Science degree with a major in Quantitative Finance and Economics is illustrative of the role that Texas State has been playing in facilitating workforce development and promoting economic growth in the state of Texas.
Message from the Alumni Association President

Congratulations, Bobcats! It is my pleasure as your President of the Texas State University Alumni Association to congratulate you on your graduation and to welcome you to our ever-growing alumni family. As you embark on the next phase of your life, remember you are not alone – you are now one of over 209,000 Bobcats worldwide!

The purpose of the Alumni Association is to increase the connection alumni have with Texas State and provide opportunities for alumni to connect to one another through their shared experiences in life and at our beautiful university. I encourage you to take advantage of the great programs and events the Alumni Association sponsors and organizes. To get started, here are some easy ways to get involved:

- Engage with other alumni through our online communities. Connect with the Bobcat Network on social media, sharing your story with us on Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter, and staying informed about what is happening at Texas State. Discover all that Texas State has to offer you not just now, but for a lifetime. For example, looking for a job? Texas State Career Services are available to alumni, too, and we have an active LinkedIn community!
- Connect with Texas State. Texas State University wouldn’t be the establishment it is today without the alumni that help support our mission. The value of your degree is enhanced by the number of alumni who give back to the University, and there are many ways to do so. Volunteering with the Association or your college/department, serving as an advocate for Texas State by recruiting prospective Bobcats, or contributing to the university during Step Up for State (our annual day-of-giving), are all great ways to support the Texas State Community.
- Represent your Bobcat pride wherever your path takes you. Joining the Alumni Association is the perfect way to demonstrate your Bobcat Pride and Spirit, gain access to a variety of benefits, and create a lasting legacy. Your membership helps you remain a vital part of the Bobcat experience by powering alumni programming, strengthening the University and enhancing student life. Special rates are available exclusively for new graduates to help you begin your journey toward becoming a dedicated alumnus.
- Be Involved. Whether participating in a Texas State Alumni Network, attending alumni or athletic events, you can join thousands of alumni who work together to preserve the excellence of Texas State University.

You worked hard to earn your degree, and your alma mater is proud of you. Remember, our slogan of “Once a Bobcat, always a Bobcat,” means Texas State will always be an important part of you, and you will always be an important part of Texas State.

Be a part of your Alumni Association, demonstrate your Bobcat Pride, and get to know the Alumni Association today at alumni.txstate.edu. I wish you all the best on your post-graduation endeavors, and I hope to meet many of you at future alumni events. Again, we welcome you, congratulate you, and look forward to helping you maintain your relationship with Texas State University. Once a Bobcat, always a Bobcat!

Debby McCullough, 71 and ’76
President, Texas State Alumni Association
"The noblest search is the search for excellence."

- Lyndon B. Johnson, Thirty-Sixth President of the United States, 1963-1969
  Texas State University Class of 1930